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We study compact perturbations of reflexive algebras with commutative itl- 
variant subspace lattices. This leads us to study lattice isomorphisms that are 
uniform limits of spatially induced mappings and satisfy a compactness condi- 
tion. We prove that two lattices that are nested or complemented are isomorphic 
in this way iff their corresponding perturbed algebras are unitary equivalent. 
While for complemented lattices this relation implies unitary equivalence, we 
prove that any two continuous nests are equivalent in this way. 
In this paper we study compact perturbations of reflexive algebras with com- 
mutative invariant subspace lattices. If  L, and L, are commutative subspace 
lattices on a Hilbert space, such that alg L, and alg L, have the same compact 
perturbation, we prove that L, and L, satisfy the following relation: There are 
finite-dimensional projections P, and Q,, in the cornmutants of L, and L, , 
respectively, and a bijection 0 of P,,lLL, onto QoiL, , so for E > 0 there exists a 
unitary U = I + compact such that 
li(u* . cl- - E),P ‘L 11 < 5. 0 I 
We will call two lattices satisfying such a relation compactly perturbed. Conver- 
sely, we prove that two compactly perturbed lattices that are either complemented 
or nested have the same perturbed algebras. We also study isomorphism 
properties of compactly perturbed lattices. In general we prove that the mapping 
0 is a uniformly strongly continuous lattice isomorphism of P,,lL1~p,~H onto 
QoLha,+ ; but, as it turns out, 0 need not be spatially implemented in general. 
When L, andL, are complemented, we prove that it is. I f  P, and Qa , a: E [0, I], 
are two continuous nests, we prove that there is a unitary U such U*P,U - Qa 
is compact and lJ*P,U and Q. are compactly perturbed nests. This implies 
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that 8 cannot be spatially implemented in general. It also implies that up to 
unitary equivalence there is only one algebra of the form alg P, + C(H), where 
P, is a continuous nest. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
I .o. ~Yofation 
Throughout this paper Hilbert space will denote a separable complex Hilbert 
space. L(N) will denote the set of bounded operators on the Hilbcrt space H, 
and C(H) the compact operators. Let P be a projection and T an operator on H. 
P is said to be invariant for T if (1 - P) TP 2-2 PlTP = 0. If  (PI is a set of 
projections inL(H), we denote by alg{Pj the weakly closed algebra of all operators 
in L(H) that leave invariant each projection in {P). I f  ?I is a set of operators, 
then lat PI denotes the set of all projections that are invariant for 91. Lat CU is a 
strongly closed lattice of projections. We will use the term subspace lattice for a 
strongly closed lattice of projections containing 0 and I. An algebra ‘9I is called 
reflexive if ?I 2 alg lat QI. I f  91 is a von Neumann algebra, then YC is reflexive 
and lat YI is the set of projections in 9X’, the commutant of YI. IfL is a commutative 
subspace lattice, then alg L is reflexive and lat alg L = L [l]. It is easy to verify 
that alg L n (alg t)* = L’. With an atom of L we will mean a minimal projection 
in 1,“. WC will call L atomic if I is the sum of the atoms in L”, and we will call L 
continuous if I,” has no atoms. 
I. I. Distance Formulas 
Let L bc a subspace lattice on the Hilbert space H. For any operator T in 
L(H), the normdistance from T to alg L, d(T, alg L), is assumed by reasons of 
w* - compactness of the unitball in alg L. Hence there is an operator S in 
alg L such that d(T, alg L) = /I T - S 11. IY ’ rom this it follows that d( T, alg L) < 
SU~+,,~ ~1 P’TP 11. When L is a nest, that is when L is linearly ordered, equality 
holds. 
LE.MMA I. 1.1 [2]. I f  L is a nest on H, thenfov any operator T in L(H) we haze 
d(T, alg L) 1 suppEL Ij P’TP I/. 
Choi gave an example of a von Neumann algebra YI and an operator on a 
Hilbert space H such that d(T, VI) < suppElatu 11 PlTP I/ (Lat 91 is as we men- 
tioned the set of projections in %‘.) The following result shows that d(T, ?l) 
and suppElata /[ PlTP I[ are equivalent seminorms for von Neumann algebras 
with property P [14]. 
LEMMA I. 1.2. Let ?I be a von Neumann algebra on H and assume that 41 has 
property P. 
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sup / P’TPI~ .< d(T, VI) 
Pelat’ZL 
:- : 8 sup 1, PlTP’ 
Pclat’ll 
for all Tin L(H). 
Proof. This a reformulation of 
THEOREM [2.3, 41. Let ‘LI be a von Neumann algebra on H and assume that 91 
has property P. Then for any operator T in L(H) we have 
where adr(S) = [T, S]. 
Assume then that S E (‘U’+), . Then S is a uniform limit of convex linear com- 
binations of projections in 21’. (Let S = St CZP, be the spectral decomposition of 
S. Then S 7 lim,( 1 /n) x:i P[il,,ll.) 
!i ad,(Sii = /l[T, 5’1~ 
= lim 
n t; !I 
= sup max{li P’TPI’, I PTPl ~ 1 
P&d21 
= sup iI P~LTPi, 
PtlatSI 
where we in the last step used that lat 9I is complemented. For general S in 
(‘%!I’), write S = (Re S)+ - (Re S)) + z((Im S)+ - (Im S),) and apply the 
result above to obtain I] ad=(S) 11 < 8 suppElatlr 11 PlTP 11. This proves the non- 
trivial part of the inequality. 1 
All type I von Neumann algebras have property P and many others do too. 
We do not know to what extent distance formulas hold true for reflexive algebras. 
Let us mention the following comparison: Let L be a finite commutative sub- 
space lattice on H. Then there is a nest L, and a complemented lattice L, such 
that L, CL CL, and L; = L’ = LH (simply let L, be a maximal nest contained 
in L and L, the lattice of all projections in L”). Distance formulas hold true for 
alg L, and alg L, . Can we conclude that it holds true for alg L with uniform 
constants (independent of L) comparing d( T, alg L) and suppEL 1 PlTP II? I f  so, 
distance formulas hold true for all reflexive algebras with commutative invariant 
subspace lattices [2]. Let us finally mention that the result of [5] might indicate 
that the constants comparing d( T, alg L) and suppEL ” P-‘TP 11 depend on the 
structure of L. 
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1.2. Certain Partial Isonietries 
The following Lemma is a slight variation of [I .8, 81. 
LEMMA 1.2.1. Let Ei , Fi , i == I ,..., n, be orthogonal sets of projections on H. 
Assume that ,I EiF, - E, I[ < E < 1. Then there is a partial isometry (pi.) V such 
that In I = XI Fi , VFb’“<E, and l~V-~:i~~‘iFi~I<(1--(I--)1:2):’ 
(1 - •)l,‘~. If 11 Ei - 1;, /! < 1, then VF,V’: =- E, If E,F, - F, is compact, then 
L- - In V is compact. 
Proof. Let T := Ci E,F, . S’ mce I/ E,F, - F, ‘1 < E < 1, we get that the p.i. 
in the polar decomposition (p.d.) of T is 
It is easy to compute that T’ is a p.i. with the desired properties. Let us check 
the norm assertion: 
By elementary functional calculus. i 
Isometries constructed in this manner will play an important role in the follow- 
ing. When we are in a situation like the one in Lemma 1.2. I, we will let I/ denote 
the p.i. (*). 
LEMMA I .2.2. Assume the situation of Lemma 1.2.1 
(1) Let Pj = xi E, and Qj = 2: F, . If 11 P,Q,, - Q,i [ < E, then d( V, alg P,) 
< E, d( v*, alg P,) < E. 
(2) LetP,=~,E,andQ,=~:IF,fol,IC(l ,..., n{.IfiP,Qn---Q,i<E, 
then df V, (E,)‘) < 16~. Also 1’ V - Qn ‘1 < 346 +- (I - (1 - E)l’z)/( 1 - ,)I!z. 
Proof. To prove ( 1) observe that P, P’ I’Q, . Therefore 
Ii f’,‘VPj 11 z= 1~ V(QTt - Q,) Pj 11 
< lI(Qn - Qj) Pj ‘~ < c 
so d(V, alg P,) < E by Lemma 1.1.1. 
To prove (2) let E,, = (xi EJl and let P, = x,:iE, E for I C (0, l,..,, n>. As 
above we compute 11 P,‘VP, 11 < 26, so d( V, (E?)‘) < 16~ by Lemma 1.1.2. 
Applying Lemma 1.1.2 again we see that d(xi &F, ~ Fi , {EL}‘) < 176. Choose 
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T E {Ez)’ such that ij 7’ - (xi EiFi - F,)ll c 17~. Then 11 E,TE, I] < 17~ for 
i = 0, I,..., n so 1, T 1; < 176. Hence ]]Ci E,F, - Fi 11 < 346. This, together 
with Lemma 1.2.1, gives the result. 1 
The following example will illustrate that I/ from (1) in Lemma 1.2.2 need 
not be close to its initial space. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.3. Let e, ,..., e, be an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space 
Hn ’ Let Pin N [e, ,..., eJ (the projection onto the subspace spanned by 
e r ,..., ei) and let PI” - [ei j, i EI] for IC {I,..., n}. For T EL(H,) let T_ denote 
the lower triangular part of T and let r*(T) == T- . It is well known that 
I( rn (I-+ co. Hence we can find a sequence of lower triangular operators 
T, EL(H,) such that 11 T, 11 z 1 and supn 1; PFITP,” /I + 0. By taking either the 
real or imaginary part of T,, (whichever has the biggest norm) and normalizing 
we can obtain a sequence of self-adjoint operators S, EL(H) with ;I S, 11 --: I 
and SUpn IfPi”, &Ill ---f 0. Since the diagonal of S,, is zero, we must have 
d(S, , IPIn)‘) it 0. We will need the following result from [3]: Let 4 , Q52, be 
compact subsets of the plane such that continuous functions on Bj can be 
approximated uniformly with polynomials in x. Let f:  G, + Sz, be a fixed 
continuous function. For E ._a 0, T t (L(H)), and :V EL(H) normal with u(;\) C 
.0,, we have there exists a 6, so if !I[T, N]jj < 6 then iI[T’,f(iV)]l; < E. (This is 
a slight variation of [3], but the same proof works.) Let f  be the homeomor- 
phism of [-1, l] onto the upper half circle defined byJ(cx) = (a, (1 ti2)i;“) 
and U, -f(S,). C,‘, is then a unitary and supi j,[Pin, U,]i: --fn 0. We claim that 
d(U, , {PI”}‘) ~0. ct(C;, , {PI?“)‘) ---f 0 i f f  SUP,~~[P,?~, C;,]ll -* 0, by Lemma 
1 .1.2. If  so then suprIi[P,“, f  p’( U,)]‘l L-Z s~p~/~[P,~~, S,]ll-+ 0. Hence we must have 
d( CTn, {PI’“}‘) t7+ 0. Let Q,?’ = iY”P.“L:. Since SUpiii[P,‘2, U& - 0, we must 
have supill Pill - Qin ;I -+ 0. By altiring the first entries of the sequence tiTTi 
we can assume 11 Pi’& - Q)ill i/ < 3. With Ei” ~~~_ Pi71 - Pr-, and F,‘” ~~ Q,‘& -- 
QL1 we have 11 Ei71 - F,“ 11 < 1. Let V,& be the unitary in the p.d. of 
xi EinF,n. Then VzP,‘“I,‘, = Qin. V, = c’,( L$ VJ and since lJz I,‘, E (P,“).‘, 
we must have ~1 lTn ~ I ij l+O. 1 
This example also illustrates the caution we must exercise when making calcula- 
tions with perturbations of reflexive algebras and their lattices, nest algebras in 
particular as illustrated here. 
LEMMA 1.2.4. Let C#I be a faithful normal state on L(H) and K a compact 
operator on H. For E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 so if EEL(H) is a projection and 
+(E) < 8, then /I KE /I, I/ EK II < E. 
Proof. I f  we define a metric on the projections in L(H) by d(E, F)= 
$((E - F)2), we know that d is equivalent to the strong operator topology [6]. 
Hence if e E H we have: For E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 so if E is a projection 
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and+(E) ,: 6, then Ij Ee 1: < E. Assume then that K is a rank one operator. Then 
KX (s, e)ffor X, e,fE H. Hence /j EKl/ = I!(,, e)Ef!l .< 11 e 1: 1: Ef iI, so Lemma 
I .2.4 holds true for such K’s. To obtain the result for general K’s, approximate 
K with finite linear combinations of rank one operators. 1 
L,EMXIX I .2.5. Let E, be orthogonal and r;i commuting projections, i --: 1,. , 11. 
Assume that Ei - F, is compact and I/ Ei - Fi 1~ < (1/2li’). Then the Fi’s are 
orthogonal and dim(1 - xi Ei) = dim(l - xi F). 
Proof. If.vEF,F,Handx~O,thenII~~X--S’I<(l12112)j:~t*I:.Hence 
So we must have F,F, = 0. 
Let QVL < xiFf be a sequence of projections converging strongly to zero 
with dim& Fi - Qm) < co, and let V be the p.i. in the p.d. of xi E,F, . Since 
I’ - x:i F, is compact by Lemma 1.2.1, we have by Lemma 1.2.4 that 
II VQm - Qvz II -m 0. Choose m such that 11 VQlll - Qm 11 < pi. Then 1: VQ,?, V* - 
Q,,, II < 1. Hence, 
dim (1- $ Fi) = dim(1 - Qm) - dim (7 F, - Q??&) 
= dim(l - VQ,,lV*) - dim (2: E, - VQ,,,I’“) 
1 
= dim(I-;Ei). 1 
Let us finally mention the following known result: A p.i. V such that In I/ - I/-is 
compact extends to a unitary1 + compact. A sketch of the proof goes as follows: 
(Rg V)l - (In V)L is compact. Choose a projection Q < (In V)l with finite 
condimension so that lI(Rg V)‘Q -Q/I < 1. Let I” be the pi. in the p.d. of 
(Rg V)lQ. Then Y’ - Q is compact by Lemma 1.2. I. As in Lemma 1.2.5, we 
prove that dim(1 - In(V + V’)) = dim(1 - Rg(V + I”)) < CO. Let V” be a 
p.i. from (I - In( V + I”)) onto (I - Rg(V + V’). Then I’ -+ I/’ -+ V” has 
the desired properties. 
1.3. Some Results on Rejlexive Algebras 
We will use this section to collect some of the results we will need about 
reflexive algebras. So in the following, let L be a commutative subspace lattice 
on the Hilbert space H and let 2I = alg L. ?I is then a reflexive algebra and 
lat 21 = L. 
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The following proposition is known: 
PROPOSITION I .3.1. Let E be a projection in I,” and let 91, = E% ,,)[ Then 91 
is a reflexive algebra and lat 91, == ELI,, . 
Proof. Clearly P EL implies that EP,,, E lat 911: Conversely, if Q E lat ‘ZI, , 
define P c L by P - [YIQH]. Note that EPH II= [EWJH] = [QQH] OH, so 
EP = Q. This proves that lat ‘8, -= ELI., . For reflexivity, let T E alg lat YI, 
Then T leaves invariant each projection in L and hence T E !& . i 
A semiinvariant projection for ‘$1 (or L) is a projection of the form P,P, I, 
where P, , Pz EL. Since PIP2 EL, it follows that PI --~ P,P,!- == PIP2 E I,. Hence 
each operator in 91 is triangular w.r.t. P, - PIPzl and P1 . Invariant projections 
are semi-invariant, and it is easy to see that intersections of semiinvariant projcc- 
tions are semiinvariant too. 
LEMMA I .3.2. If  E is an atom of L (i.e., an atom of L”), then E is semi-invariant. 
Proof. Assume first that [%EH] = H. If  P is invariant, then either I? . I-’ 
or E 1 P, and if E .< P, then P = I by our assumption about E. Let P’ 
VP, P E L\{I). Then P’ EJI and it is easy to see that I - P’ must be an atom of I, 
containing E, so we must have E 71 I - P’. Hence E = IP’I is semi-invariant. 
In general, let P’ - [KEH]. Then P’ EL, and by considering ‘$I,, we SW that 
P’EI,,~ is semi-invariant for ‘21,, . By using the fact that P’ is invariant for ?I, 
we see that P’ - Eis invariant for ?I. So E = P’(P’ - E) is semi-invariant for ?I. a 
LEMMA I .3.3. There are finite partitions G, of I with the following properties: 
(1) E E G II is sen&variant for L. 
(2) cT,+~ refines Cn . 
(3) The linear span of Ulz 8, is weakly dense in L”. 
(4) If  (b is a faithful1 normal state on L”, then for E > 0 there exists an n, 
so if n > n, and E E 6, is not an atom, then Q(E) < E. 
Proof. To construct dir first select P,, EL such that each atom of/, has the 
form P,,Pk . Since I. is separable in the strong operator topology, we can supple- 
ment fPn) t:> become a countable strongly dense subset of L. Then let ~5,~ be the 
set of atoms in the finite lattice generated by P1 ,..., P, Then (I) and (2) are 
obvious and (3) follows by van Keumann’s density theorem applied to the linear 
span of (Jn t;,, . To prove (4) assume that E, t 8, is not an atom and&E,,) L+ 0. 
Since Kn+r refines b,, we can, by going to a subsequence, assume that E,1, is 
decreasing and 4(&J it 0. Let E 7 n En, . Then #J(E) # 0, since $ is normal, 
so E f  0. E < E, and since G”,,, refines Q, , E must be an atom in the von 
Neumann algebra generated by 8, and E, so by (3) we must have that E is an 
atom in L”. By the choice of P,, we have that E =- P,P,’ for P, , P, in [P,). By 
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the construction of G’,L we must have E E G, for some 72” . For ni -> n, we must 
have E,, , E. This is a contradiction. 1 
(COROLLARY 1.3.4. For E > 0 exist semi-invariant projections El ,..., E, with 
z, E, I, so for each E semi-iuvmiant we have +(E, E) < E zhen E, is not an atom. 
Proof. Apply (4) of Lemma 1.3.3. 1 
‘I’he following lemma may seem a little peculiar. Jlre are going to apply it in 
Section 2 to prove invariance properties of projections in L” that arc invariant 
for 91 modular the set of compact operators. 
IXMM\ I .3.5. Let E, , F, EL” be sequences of projections such that E,, , F,, 
coneeryes to zero strongly. I f  f  OY euch T in 91 we have lim, /I E,,TF,, 1 = 0, then 
there is an n,, so for n :;I n,, we have E,, SF,, mp: 0. If F is a j?xed infinite-dimensional 
atom of I,” nntl E,, EL” a sequence of projections converging strongly to zero such 
that lim,, h’,, TF ij =: 0 (lim, 1 FTEr!‘, (1 = 0) for each T in ?I, then there is an n,, 
so for tt tr(, zce have E,%F .: 0 (FYIETL =m 0). 
A-oqf: I f  E, F t L”, then E‘JIF C ?A since 1,” C 91. Assume then that the first 
part of the lemma is false. By going to a subsequence of n we can assume E,?LF, : 
0 and G, Vz E, , H, VCF, + 0 strongly. To SW that we can do this, let 
4 be a faithful normal state on L(H). I f  E, , I;, arc chosen such that Cyl&(Ew), 
Cjl 4(F,,f ‘. r;, then #(G,,) & 1: &(EJ since the 14,L’s are in an abelian van 
Neumann algebra, so +(G,) - 0. Then choose a subsequence nj of n such that 
Gf;, ,(Ell VIP,, ) Hf, L1 -/- 0. This can be achieved since G, , H,, ---F 0 strongly. 
Observe that ‘i 7 G ,if+lb,,L , Hi,7-,F,, are orthogonal sets of projections since E,b I-. 
G,# 2nd F,, , : H, . Choose T,’ in 91 such that S, 7: (Gi?+,E, ) T,(Hit -,P,#) 
has’ norm one. The S,‘s are in VI have orthogonal initial and f&al spaces, so 
S C, S, is in ‘!I. Since ; B,,SF,, ) ‘: ‘1 E,~S,F,~ i I we have obtained a 
contradiction. 
‘1’0 prove the second part of the lemma assume t,, 2 “IF -/ 0. As above we can 
find orthogonal projections L’:, :< B,& , ,$, EL” and Z<il ;- 0 (if necessary go to a 
subsequence). Then choose T, in YI such that 1~ ET: T,,F I _m: I and s,, E FH, such 
that jj 1;:. ‘PRr, ,:- i. Since dim F := CC, we can find rank one partial isometrics 
I-,, E F1‘(I/)FC ‘11, such that li,s,, is an orthonormal set. The operators S,, =. 
E:, 7’,, r?,r are in 81 and have orthogonal initial and final spaces. S -= I,[ S,, is 
then in ?I and the contradiction is obtained as in the first part of the proof. 1 
It is cash- to illustrate with an cxamplc that this lemma does not hoid true when 
dim F % 
I .4. Opr~~~tors Commuting Essentially with u van Areumann .-2lgebrcr 
In [ 1 11 they proved the following result about operators commuting essentialI> 
with a van Seumann algebra. 
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'THEOREM 1.4. I. Let !B be u type I von -Neumann algebru on 1-I. [ f  ‘I’ c L(H) 
and.for each S fn Vi we have [S, T] compact, then 5’ E 91 + C(H). 
Denote with I2 0 H the Hilbert space 17 @ N 0.3 .‘r and let f:‘,, be the 
projection onto the nth coordinate. If  2I is a ron Neumann algebra, let I IX; ‘91 
be the van Neumann algebra containing the operators S c; S , ,S E VI. 
The commutant of 1 [>” YI consist of bounded matrices (w.r.t. E,,) (,V, ,). S,, E ‘!I’. 
We will write (1 (,” ?I)’ I,( I ‘) @ 91’. I f  PI is type 1, then I 6~~ \!I is type I too 
F41. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.2. l/et 91 be u type I Ton :Yeumann algebrn (It/ II cud let 
CT: CL(H) be a set of operators. Let (f, be a posit& function on (1’1 surh thtzt Jot 
each SE YI, we have [S, T] compact and !i[S’, T]I, + 0 when 4(T) --r 0. 7%ca there 
aye operators S, in 91’, such that ST - T I’S compact and 11 S, -~ 7’ t 0 when 
4(T) - 0. 
Proof. Since 7’~ [Ti commute essentially with 4I, we can by ‘I’hcoi-em 1.4. I, 
find an operator S, in PI’ such that ST .- T is compact. C’hoosc S,- such that 
~ 1’ ST - T ~ inf m/ S’;. -- 7’1’ / --c 4(T), where S’h runs through all operators 
in ‘2 with Sk - T compact. I f  I A’,- ~- 7’ ~1 hi, 0 when C(T) -> 0, w GUI choosy 
T, such that /# S, -- T, I > 6 ; 0 and +( ‘f,,) -+ 0. Since [S, ‘/‘,,I is compact 
and i;[S’, T,]11+0” for SE‘?I, we have with T 7;c) 7’2<;’ -..~[,(l~‘~~/j) 
that [S 0 5’ (,I f--, 7’1 is compact. Hence, bv Theorem 1.4.1, there is an S, in 
(I 0 91)’ such that S, T is compact. Then also EJT - S,) fi:,! is compact. 
Hence 7’, -.- i;,S,N, is compact and ~1 7’,, R,,S, H ‘;-+,) 0. Since E,,S,. ,, is in 
?I’ we have obtained a contradiction. 1 
In this proof WC had to choose S, If  there arc compact operators in 9l’, then 
S, will obviously not be uniquely determined. 
In the situation where we are going to apply Proposition 1.4.2, we also have 
that {Tj is a set of projections. In this case WC can, by using STS,- instead of ST . 
assume that S, is self-adjoint. Since S, is now a compact perturbation of a pro- 
jection, the spectrum of S, , a($), h as at most two limit points 0 and I. X E 
rr(S,)‘i{O, 13 is in the point spectrum and has finite-dimensional eigcnspacc. So if 
w1 is a neighborhood around I with diam w1 e; 1, then P~,T .S7. is conipact 
(Pz: :. the spectral projection for S, corresponding to wr). I f  i .‘$. 7’: .. E. 
then an easy computation yields that CT(&) C w1 u w2 neighborhoods of 0 and I 
with radius less than 4t. Hence ~1 Pz: -- T ‘, .:: 4~. 
We have then obtained: 
COROLLARY 1.4.3. [f  7’ E {T j is a projection then S, can be chosen US u projec- 
tion. 
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2. CohIrAcT PERTUI~I~ATIO~S OF IIEFLEXIVE ALGEBRAS 4m THEIR .~,ATTICES 
Let L be a commutative subspacc lattice on the Hilbert space H. IfL is either 
nested (i.e., linearly ordered) or if L is complemented, it is known that algl, 
C(H) is norm closed [7]. For general lattices this is not known. JVe will call 
(alg L .~ C(H)), the norm closure of alg L j C(II), the compact perturbation of 
alg I,. 
‘l’he problems we are going to study are: First Ict I,, and L, be two commuta- 
tiVe subspace lattices on Ii. assume that alg L, and alg L, have the same compact 
perturbation. What is the relation between L, and L,? We will find: There arc 
finite-dimensional projections PO EL; and Q, EL; and a bijection 8 of PC,-‘-l,, 
onto QO’l,, , so for t -se, 0 there exists a unitary G ~~ I compact such that 
:(r.:* c: ~ l9) p”‘.L, 1: < E. \Vl;e will call lattices satisfying such a relation 
compactly perturbed. We obtain conversely that if L, and I,, arc’ perturbed 
commutative subspace lattices and if L, and L, are either complemented OI 
nested, then alg L, and alg L, have the same compact perturbation. (This proof 
makes use of the distance formulas from Section I. I). We then study isomorphism 
properties of perturbed lattices. 15-e prove that 0 is a uniformly strongly continu- 
ous lattice isomorphism between the lattices PO’L, !PU:,, and QO’l,zlo,L,, As it 
turns out, H need not always be spatially implemented. When L, and L, are 
atomic or complemented, we prove that it is. I f  L, and L, are continuous nests, 
it need not be. This problem WC will study in Section 3. 
To illustrate the type of behavior we are going to encounter, let us consider 
the following three examples: 
EXAMPLE 2.1. I. Let P,, and $& be two increasing sequences of finite- 
dimensional projections converging strongly to 1. It was proved in [2] and [12] 
that alg{P,j + C(H) m: alg(Qn> -k C(H) i f f  we can find R, k F A- such that 
1: P n~+ll - Qn,~!%, 1, +O. That is, alg{P,l and alg{Qn] have the same compact 
perturbation i f f  P, and Qn coincide asymptotically. 
~XANIPLE 2. I .2. Let P and Q bc projections on the Hilbert space 11. It is 
easy to see and will be a consequence of our results, that alg(0, P, I) i- C(H) 
aIg{O, Q, 11 1 C(H) i f f  I’ - Q is compact. For E > 0 we can choose projections 
I” 2: P and Q’ .< Q such that d’ Irn P -- P’, dim Q - (2’ c: 3r, and ;! P - P’ ~, 
‘1 Q - Q’ 1; < E. Observe that we need not have dim P - P’ dim Q - 0’. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.3. Let X be the Lebesgue measure on [0, I] and let & be the 
projection of L,“(O, 1) onto L,+“(O, a). P,, is a continuous nest. For I ..= (x1 , cu,), 
Ict P, ~~ P - a 1 PC,,, . The P,‘s arc the semi-invariant projections for alg P,, . I f  
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U = I $ compact is a unitary operator in L(LA2), then alg P, A C(H) -7 
Lj*(alg P, + C(N))C: ~ alg li*P,C: 4~ C(H), so alg P, and alg C:“P,C: have 
the same compact perturbation. P, - ci”P,L’ is compact and by Lemma 1.2.4 
we have /j P, - U*PIL’~l + 0 when h(1) -+ 0. Let us note that this example 
does not illustrate what happens in general when we perturb nest algebras with 
continuous nests. 
2.2. Semi-invariant Projections and Perturbations 
Let L bc a commutative subspace lattice on the Hilbert space H and let S be 
the set of semiinvariant projections for 1, (see Section I .3). 
LEMMA 2.2.1. Assume that T t (alg I, I- C(H)) n (alg L TV C(H))*. 
For E E S we have that [E, T] is compact and the mapping E E S - [E, T] is 
strong/norm continuous in zero. 
Proof. Assume first that II’ :- S - K where SE alg L and K is compact. 
E := P,P,l where PI , P, EL, so PI’ T.E 1. Pll(S + K) PIP,’ = Pl.L KE and 
ET(P, - E) = EK(P, -- E). B> Lemma 1.2.4 we have that pi P,‘TE 1, 
ji ET(P, - E)l - 0 when E--f 0 strongly. By taking norm limits we obtain for 
T ~(alg L -+ C(H)) that P,lTE and ET(P, - E) are compact and converge to 
zero when B- 0 strongly. I f  T is also in (alg L 1 C(H))*, we obtain with the 
same computation that ETP, ’ and (PI --- E) TE are compact and converge 
to zero when E + 0 strongly. Since [E, T] ~~ PI ‘mTE $~ ET(P, -. I:‘) / 
ETPl 7 (PI -- B) TE we obtain the result. 0 
Let L, and L, bc commutative subspace lattices on N, and let S, and S, 
denote the semi-invariant projections of L, and L, , respectively. We will, 
throughout the rest of this section, assume that alg L, and alg L, have the same 
compact perturbation. Let TEL; C (alg L, --I C(H)) n (alg L, + C(H))“‘. For 
EC 5’ c i 1 , we have by Lemma 2.2.1 that E - [E, T] is strong/norm continuous 
in zero and has [E, T] compact. Hence WC can apply C’orollary I .4.3 (let + be a 
faithful normal state on L(H)) to find projections ,f( F) in Li such that I:’ - .f(E) 
is compact and B + E ~ J(E) is strongjnorm continuous in zero. Observe 
that if ,I E - f  @‘)I’ < 4, thenf(B) is th e only projection in L,i with this property. 
‘This follows since ifF E I,: is a projection with ‘/ E F / < 1, then1 F ~- f(E)!1 c... 
I so F .-= f(E), since L,” is abelian. By changing the role of L, and I,, we find a 
function g from S, into L; with analogous properties. Let us collect this in: 
LEMMA 2.2.2. There aye functions .f( g) f  Yom S, (S,) into the projections of 
Lg (L);, such tJrat E-t E ~~ .f(E) (F +F .--. g(F)) is strong/norm continuous in 
zero and Peso in u”eyo. Also E -f(E)(F - g(F)) is compact. I f  11 E -f(E)~j ( i 
(11 F - g(F)l; < i), then f(E) (g(F)) is the onJy projection in Li (Li) with this 
property. 
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We see that f  and g are asymptotically unique, but they need not be unique 
on all of S, and S, (see Section 1.4). This lemma raises the question of whether 
there is a more general connection between projections in L’; and L,“. This need 
not be so. This is part of a phenomenon that was first illustrated in [13], with 
an example showing that (in the context of Example 2.1.1) (alg{P,} + C(H)) n 
(alg(P,} + C(H))* is always larger than {P,}’ + C(H), and also what we illus- 
trated in Lemma 1.2.3. We will meet this further along the way. 
We are going to applyf and g to construct unitaries that bring L, and L, close 
together. For this we need several properties off and g. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Let E > 0 be chosen such that if E E S, and 4(E) < E, then 
11 E -f(E)11 < &. If  E’, E E S, , E’ < E, and 4(E) < E, then f(E’) <f(E). I f  
E, 4 ,..., En E S, , E = CT E, and 4(E) < E, then f  (E) = CT f (E,). 
Proof. lIf(E>f(E’) -f(E’)II ,< !lf(E)f(E) - EE’II + II E’E -f(E’>ll < it. 
Hence since L,” is abelian, we have f(E’)f(E) =f(E’), sof(E) <f(E’). 
I f  4(E) <E, then $(EJ < E, so 11 Ei -f(Ei)li < E. Since the f(EJ’s commute, 
we get from Lemma 1.2.4 that thef(E,) ‘s are orthogonal and from the first part 
of Lemma 2.2.3 thatf(Ei) <f(E). Let Vbe the p.i. in the p.d. off(E)E. Then 
f(EJ - Vf(E,) I’* is compact and has norm less than $ (Lemma 1.2.1), so by 
Lemma 1.2.4 we get 0 = dim(f(E) - Vzi EV”) = dim(f(E) - Cif(Ei)). 
Hencef(E) = Cif(Ei). a 
LEMMA 2.2.4. Let E E S, and F E S, . I f  E(F) is fixed, then F(E) ---f Eg(F) - 
f  (E)F is strong/norm continuous in zero and it is zero in zero. If  we only consider 
E’s and F’s with 11 E - f(E)11 < t and (IF - g(F)11 < t, this holds simultaneously 
in E and F. 
Proof. Eg(F) -f(E)F = E(g(F) -F) + (E - f(E))F. If  F - 0 strongly, 
then I/ E(g(F) - F)ll+ 0, since iIg(F) -F/I + 0 and ll(E -f(E))F I/ -+ 0 by 
Lemma 1.2.4, because E -f(E) is compact. Assume then that I[ E -f (E)jl, 
II F - g(F)]/ < 2. Then (1 Eg(F) -f (E)F /I < 4, sof(E)F is the unique projection 
in Li such that 11 Eg(F) -f(E)F 11 < 4. We prove that for TEL; we have 
II[Eg(F), T]li -+ 0 when F + 0 strongly and independent of E. We can then 
apply Lemma 1.4.3 to obtain the result. [Eg(F), T] =g(F)[E, T] + Erg(F), T] 
I/ E[g(F), T]ij < li[g(F), T]I[-tO when F-+0 since iig(F) -Fl/j+O. That 
j/g(F)[E, T]ji - 0 when F - 0, and independent of E, is proven as in Lemma 
2.2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2.5. If  E E S, is an atom, then f(E) is a finite sum of atoms, and 
there is an atom F in S, such that E - F is compact. There is an E > 0 so if E is an 
atom and 4(E) < E, then f  (E) is an atom. 
Proof. I f  f  (E) is not a finite sum of atoms, we can find semi-invariant projec- 
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tions F= for L, such that F, + 0 strongly and F,f(E) f  0 (Lemma 1.3.3). 
g(F,) -+ 0 strongly, so since E is an atom we must have g(F,)E = 0 for 11 large. 
Hence lim, I[ Eg(F,) -f(E) F, 11 = lim, Ilf(E) F, i/ = 1, contradicting Lemma 
2.2.4. If  dim E < co, then any atom F contained inf(E) has E ~ F compact. I f  
dim E = co, thenf(E) must contain an atom F with dim F = czi. Theng(F)E -~ 
Ff(E) = g(F)E - F is compact, so since E is an atom and dim F =m 8x, we must 
have E = g(F). Hence E ~ F is compact. 
Choose, by Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, t ‘-2 0 so if 4(E), 4(F) < C, then 
/, EG(F) -f(E)F 11 < i and i/ E-f(E)11 < $. C’hoosc E’ < E so if 4(E) < l ‘. 
then +(f(E)) < E. Assume then that E is an atom with 4(E) < E’ and let F : 
f(E) be an atom. Then 4(F) < E, so ~1 Eg(F) -F j < i. Hence Eg(F) + 0 and, 
since E is an atom, we must have I&(F) 1 E. Since E -f(E)~[ < $, WC have 
11 F -f(E)11 < $, so-f(E) = F is an atom. 1 
We have stated Lemma 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 in an asymmetrical manner. They 
obviously hold symmetrically in L, and L, 
2.3. Lattices and Compact Perturbations 
We are now going to study how compact perturbations affect the lattice struc- 
ture of reflexive algebras. In the following lemma we will piece the local results 
of Section 2.2 together with global ones. 
LEMMA 2.3. I. Let I,, and L, be commutative subspace lattices on the Hilbert 
space H. Assume that alg L, and alg L, have the same compact perturbations. Then 
we can$nd$nite-dimensional projections P, E I,; and Q,, E Li with dim P,, ::- dim Q, , 
and a sequence of unitavies LT, = I 1~ compact, such that U,PP,lUz, P t L, 
( U,*QQO’m iY,, , Q EL,) converges in norm and uniformly P EL, (Q E L2) to projections 
in {Qo”Lz}“((P~L1>“). If E (F) is an atom of {P(,l;c,)” ({Q;‘L,) “), then r/, E (U$F) 
converges in norm and lim, li,ED’z (lim, lJ,*FU,) is an atom of (Q01L2)” 
w”LG “1. 
Proof. We are first going to isolate P, and Q,, . For this choose E > 0 so that 
the following is satisfied (with notation from Section 2.2): 
(I) I f  E E- A’, and +(E) < E, then 1, E -f(E) i < i (Lemma 2.2.2). 
(2) If  E’, EE S, and +(E) < l , then E’ < E implies f(E') <f(E). If 
E, El ,,.., E, E S, and 4(E) < E, then E = xi Ei implies f(E) = xif(Ei) 
(Lemma 2.2.3). 
(3) If  EE S, (FE S,) is an atom and 4(E) < E (4(F) < E), then f(E) 
(g(F)) is an atom (Lemma 2.2.5). 
(4) If  El , E, E S, and $(EJ < E, then it is an easy consequence of (I) that 
.fCG-U =L f(Edf(-&). 
Let 6, denote partitions of I with semi-invariant projections for&, constructed 
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from L, as in Lemma I .3.3. We can assume that G, is chosen such that if E E G, 
is not an atom, then 4(E) < E. Let 8” denote the finitely many atoms of LT with 
4(E) < t. Then L,, C 6,, by the choice of 6, 
P, and Q,: I f  E E L,, , then f(E) 1s a finite sum of atoms (Lemma 2.2.5). I f  
dim E X_ X, we let E’, F’ := 0. If  dim E L a, then let f(E)’ bc the infinite- 
dimensional atom contained in f(E) (L emma 2.2.5) and choose projections 
E:’ : ’ E andF’ <> f(E)’ such that ,I E’ - F’m < f  and dim(E ~ I:‘), dim(f(E)’ ~ 
F’) -:: x (see Lemma 1.2.4). E’ for E E g0 and E for E E r:,,\d,, are orthogonal 
since d ), is a partition. We claim that F’ for BE L ,, and f(E) for BE J,\C;, arc 
orthogonal: F’ EL; and if E1 , E, g C, , dim Ej DX, then F; and Fi arc ortho- 
gonal since E, - Fi is compact. F’ for E E 6, and f(E) for BE d,‘$,L,, then com- 
mutt. Since ~1 E’ - F’ II < i for E E 6” and /j E - f(E)~ < i for Et 6’JK0 (I), 
we get the result by applying Lemma 1.2.4. Then let 
By Lemma I .2.4 we have dim P,, = dim Qa < 03 and since &:II refines C,, we 
get that P,, = C E - E’, E E 6, , so P,, is independent of n. To see that this holds 
true for Q,, too, let E E G’,\G, and write E = x E” where E” E 6, and E” :< E. 
By the choice of E, we have (2) that f(E) = Cf(E”), so If(E), E E CJl,, , 
does not change with n and hence Q, does not. 
DEFINITION OF Cn. Let 
T, = 1 F’E’ mr c f(E)E 
Ed” Ed, \8,, 
and let P-, be the p.i. in the p.d. of T, . By Lemma 1.2.1 we have that In CT, -~= 
Pai and Rg VrL :: Q”‘. Also by Lemma 1.2.1 we have that I’, - P,)l is compact, 
so VT’,, extends to a unitary U, =: 1 ;- compact (add any p.i. from P, onto 
0, to VT!). 
Convergence properties of U, . We then prove that V, and hence U,, has the 
desired convergence properties. We will prove that for E .< E’ E &i\,S,, semi- 
invariant, we have that V,l?V,T converges to f(E) in norm and uniformly 
in E. For this let t’ > 0 be given and choose S > 0 so if EE S, and 4(E) < 6, 
then I/ E -- ,f(E)Il < E’. Choose m so that if E E 8, , n 2 m, is not an atom, then 
+(E) < 8. For EE’ E C’,\,G’, fixed, write E’ = C E, Et G, , and E 5; E’ where 
n 3 m. For E < E’ semi-invariant we have 
,’ v,Ev,; - f(E)1 
s: sup 1 (V&V,* - f  (I?)) f  (E)ll = sup i/ V,i?EV,* - f  (EE);;, 
E E 
where we have used (2) and (4). 
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I f  E is an atom of &‘,\a,, we have VnEV$ =f(E) and we have V,l?EV,* = 
f(&Y). If  E is not an atom, then 11 E -f(E)11 < E’. By Lemma 1.2.1 we get 
11 V,l?EV,* - fin 
,( I~.f(E) BEf(E) -f(l?E)II + 2 ’ -(1”1$,;’ 
== II f(E)@ - f(gE))f(E)I~ + 2 ’ <1”;,:;1”” 
< E, + 2 1 - (I - c’)1’2 
(1 - g)1/2 ' 
where we used the fact that f(EE) <f(E) (2). Since V, is constant on CE, 
E E 6, , we have for P E L, that V,PV,* converges in norm and uniformly in P 
to 
To prove the convergence property of V, * V, on L, is largely the same, let us 
just sketch it: Let F be semi-invariant for L, and assume that 11 F - g(F)11 < g. 
Then for E E &,\&, we have 
II (V:FVn - .dFP II = II V:Ff(E) Vn - g(W II 
< 2 II VnE - E’l + II EW(E)E - g(W II 
that converges to zero when E + 0 strongly and uniformly in F, by Lemmas 
1.2.1 and 2.2.4. If  E E 8, is an atom, then V,E = VmE for n 3 m, so VzFV,E 
is constant for n > m. 
To prove the remainder part of Lemma 2.3.1 let first E E 8, . Then U,EP,,l = 
U,EP,,l and lJ,EP,lUz is an atom of {Q,lL,}” by the definition of U, . I f  
E E &,\a,, is an atom, we already observed that U,E = U,E =f(E) U,, so 
U,EU$ = lJ,,EUz = f (E) for n > m and f (E) is an atom of (Qo1L2}” by (3). 
I f  F is an atom of {Q,,l;C.J”, then either F ,( U,(C E) U,* , E E &a , in which case 
U~FU, = U,*FU, is an atom of {P,lLl}“, by the definition of CJ, , or F < 
U,(C E) U, = x_f(E), E E &,\&, . If(E), E E cF~\G~, is a sum of atoms from 
(QOILz)“, plus a sum of projections which can each be made small. Hence we 
must have F = f (E) for some atom E of {P,lL,)“. E is in c?~,~\&, for some m and 
then FU, = FU, for n > m. 1 
While we have the construction of U, at hand, let us prove two convergence 
results. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. Let the assumptions be as in Lemma 2.3.1. Let P, (Q,J 
be the projection onto the atomic part of L, (L,). Then U,P, converges trongly to 
a p.i. V with In V = P, and Rg V = Qa . 
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Proof. We saw in the proof of Lemma 2.3.1 that if E E 6,,, is an atom, then 
Uv:,,E = U,E for n 3 m. Since P, is the sum of the atoms in L, , U,P, must 
converge strongly to a pi. V. That is, In V = P, and Rg P = Qa is proven as 
in the last part of Lemma 2.3.1. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. If  L, and L, aye complemented, then U, converges in 
norm to a unitary U = I -1 compact. Hence POiL, , QOiL, and aIg{Pa , P,;!L,], 
alg{Q,, , &IL] are unitary equivalent. 
Proof. IfL is a complemented subspace lattice, thenL is the set of projections 
in L”, and L =: S. For 0 < E < 4 choose 6 > 0, so that if E is semi-invariant 
for L and gi(E) < 6, then ]I E - f  (E)![ < t. Choose m so for ?z > m and E E A,, 
not an atom, then 4(E) < E. If  E E 8, is an atom, U,E = UTnE for n 2 m. If  
I<E G,,, is not an atom, then by the construction of O;, and Lemma 1.2.2. we 
have ~ C,,E - B !I < 346 2 1 ~ (1 - l )‘/“/(l - E)*/~. Since 
by Lemma I .2. I, we get 
sup (1, U,E - Eil i 11 C7,E - E 1 )
Ect;,,not atom 
< 356 -~ 2 1 -- (I - ty 
(I - .y.‘* 
Hence C, is C’auchy and then converges in norm to a unitary C’ =- 1+ compact. 
By Lemma 2.3.1 we get that UPOIL,U” C Qo’L, and UQLL,U C P,,IL, , so 
w(,-L,c:* = Qk-LL2 . 1 
If  L;’ and Li are maximal abelian von Neumann algebras (m.a.s.a.), then 
&,LIiPOH and O&IP~H are unitary equivalent since dim P, -= dim QO. Hence if 
we change Ci on P,, , we can obtain UL;’ U* = Li . Theorem 2.1 of [I l] follows 
from this. It says: If  91 is a m.a.s.a. and U a unitary such that U*(2I + C(H))U 
Yt + C(H), then I! = U,U,, where U:(rlUr = 6% and U, == I + compact. 
To prove this from Proposition 2.3.3 choose a unitary U = I 1 compact such 
that U,(UWU) lJz = ‘II and let 0; = UUZ. 
Before we proceed to see how L, and L, (in Lemma 2.3.1) are related, let us 
prove the following general lemma. 
I,EMMA 2.3.4. Let L be a commutative subspace lattice and U, = I -{- compact 
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a sequence of unitaries such that UnPC:z converges in norm and u+formL\! in P E I,. 
Then the mapping 0: P EL - lim, U,PU,T is a strongly uniforml?! continuous 
lattice isomorphism onto the subspace lattice B(L). For O(P) E 8(L) we hnce lim,, 
UZB(P) u,, -: P uniformly for P C I,. 41~0 0(P) ~- P is compact. 
Proof. For T EL(H), let 0,( Ir’) m= C;,,PL:$. For PI , P? E L, we have 
H(P, v  Z’,) lim O,(P, v  P?) 
1iYn H,(P,I-?,‘~ P,Z’, , P,‘Pz) 
ii;PI) U(P& /- 0(P,) H(Z’,) j O(P,)’ O(P,) 
O(P,) v  ti(l?,). 
‘I‘o prove that tl(Z’, A P2) = 6I(P,) A 0(P,) is th e same proof, and that B is I--I is 
obvious, so B is a lattice isomorphism. 
1Ve then prove that 0 is strongly uniformly continuous. Assume that I’,, .-* I’ 
strongly and let .X E N. Then 
I[(6 - t),,,),], 11 --fir, 0 by assumption and for fixed m we have that H,,,(P,J 
lJ P c:*+ m 71 m 71 U,,!PLrz strongly. These evaluations are uniform over I,, so WC 
conclude that B is uniformly strongly continuous. 
The invertibility property of 
uniformly for P EL. 
To prove that B(L) is strongly closed, assume that B(P,) is Cauchy in the 
strong operator topology. As in the proof for strong continuity of 0, we prove 
that B-l(B(P,)) P, is Cauchy. Hence P, -7L P E L strongly and then Q(P,,) .--t,, 
B(P) strongly. 1 
Whenever we have a sequence of unitaries U, on H we will, for TEL(H), 
let 0,(T) :. : C:, TUZ and B(T) = lim, 0,(T) when 6’,(T) converges in norm. As 
in Lemma 2.3.4 we see that lim, K1(T)) = T. 
The obvious questions arise as to how far 0 extends beyond L and whether 
it is spatially implemented. It extends to the semi-invariant projections S for L 
by B(P,P,‘-) = I!I(P,)B(P,~) and we still have li(S - e,)!, (j +n 0. Also it extends 
to fixed finite sums of projections from S. We will later see examples of 8,, 
converging strongly, but not uniformly, on I,” (L” is the weak closure of the 
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linear span of S by Lemma 1.3.3), and that lim O,Z is spatially implemented 
(Example 2.3.12). W e will also see an example where 6’ is not spatially imple- 
mented nor extends in any sensible way to L” (See discussion after Theorem 
3.5.5.) 
I f  L is a commutative subspace lattice and R is a projection in L’, denote with 
LR the commutative subspace lattice {R, R’-L, 1). I f  dim R < a~, then alg I, and 
alg LR have the same compact perturbation. 
&z~INITION 2.3.5. Let L, and L, be twn commutative subspacc lattices. 
\Ve will say that L, and L, are compactly pcrturbcd if there are finite-dimensional 
projections P,, EL; and go t La and a bijection 8 of [,;a onto L$, so for E I ’ 0 
there esists a unitar! T. ~: I -1. compact such that I’( C: I’* ~ @);,;, /’ < E. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.6. Let L, and L, De a commutatbze subspace lattices. If  L, and 
L, arc compactly perturbed, then 8 ( f wm Dejinition 2.3.5) is 0 stron~~!v zlnifosmlt 
continuous lattice isomwphism of Id:0 onto L:o. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.3.4. i 
We then return to the situation of Lemma 2.3.1. By changing our lattices on 
P,, and Q,, (to LEO and L$o), we obtain two lattices L, and L, with the same per- 
turbed algebras and unitaries C:, ~- I -I- compact such that S,(S;‘) converges 
uniformly on S, (S,) and B(S,) C1,; (kl(S,) CL;). Furthermore, if Et S, 
(FE S,) is an atom then 0(E) (B-l(F)) is also. 
LEMMA 2.3.7. There is a finite-dimensional projection P’ EL; such that 
8(P’)‘O(L,) c B(Z”) I-L, . 
Proof. choose nz such that ,i(e,,, - B),,, ,1 < 21 
We claim (I ) ‘l’here is an E ::a 0 so if E, , E, E S, and 4(Q) < E (4 faithful 
normal state on L(II)), then E1 alg L,E, = 0 implies B(E,) alg L,B(E,) -:= 0. 
Assume not. Then we can choose i?,l and En2 in S, such that E,zi - 0 strongly 
and E,!l alg L,E,” =-- 0, while B(E,‘) alg LJ?(E,~) =+ 0. Obviously alg B,(L1) and 
alg L, have the same compact perturbation. For T E (alg 0,,(L,) + C(H)) we 
prove, as in Lemma 2. I .I, that 1~ 0,,(E~1)7’H,,,(E,z)i~ --+n 0. Since 1(0,,, - O)l,li: ( 
7 
A, we get for any T E alg L, that llm,, ‘1 d(I?,I)TB(E,L2),/ .G i. lim, ,! 0(&l) O(E,a)li 
is then a bounded seminorm on algal, and must then be zero. By applying Lemma 
I .3.5 we obtain a contradiction. 
In exactly the same way we prove: (2) There is an E ;:- 0 so if E, , E, E S, and 
if &(EJ is an infinite-dimensional atom, then E1 alg L,E, 0 and +(E1) < < 
(C(E) < c) implies B(E,) alg L&E,) -= 0. 
Finally, if E1, E, E S, are infinite-dimensional atoms, then El alg L,I$ = 0 
implies that B(E;) alg L&E,) ==: 0. T o see this observe that @(El) alg L,B(E,) :m=- 
B(E1)L(H)t3(EJ or zero, since B(E!) arc atoms. Since 0(&) - E, is compact, we 
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have B(E,) alg L,B(E,) C C(H), so we must have B(E,) alg L,B(E,) = 0, since 
dim 19(&) = co. 
To prove the lemma choose c ;, 0 so that both (1) and (2) are satisfied. This 
can be done by choosing pi satisfying (1) and ~a so that (2) is satisfied for the 
finitely many atoms E E S’r with dim E -= GO and 4(E) > E. Then let 
E = min(~, , ~a} and choose a finite partition G of I with projections from S, 
so if E E c” is not an atom, then 4(E) < E (Lemma 1.3.3). Let 6, be the atoms in 
8 with finite dimension and let P’ = CtE8, E. For El , Ez E &\J, and P t L, , it 
then follows that e(E,J’l) alg L,B(E,P) := 0 and hence B(P’)‘B(L,) C B(P’)%, a 
LEMMA 2.3.8. There is a finite-dimensional projection P,, CL; such that 
fvO)Wl) = W,,)% . 
Proof. Change the role of L, and L, in Lemma 2.3.7 to find Q’ E Li such that 
&1(Q’)‘V(L,) C &l(Q’)‘L, Then P,, ~-= P’ v  &i(Q’) has the desired proper- 
ties. m 
THEOREM 2.3.9. Let L, and L, be commutative subspace lattices on H. Assume 
that alg L, and alg L, have the same compact perturbation. Then L, and L, aye 
compactly perturbed lattices. 
Proof. When proving Lemmas 2.3.7 and 2.3.8 we had changed L, and L, 011 
the projections P, and Q,, obtained in Lemma 2.3. I. Since we can assume @(Pa) 
Q,, (from Lemma 2.3.1), we can just let P,, in Theorem 2.3.9 be the maximum 
of P, obtained in Lemma 2.3.1 and P’ from I,emma 2.3.8 and Q,, = @(P,,). 1 
COROLLARY 2.3.10. Let assumptions be as in Theorem 2.3.9, If, furthermore, 
L, and L, are atomic, then there are jinite-dimensional projections P,, EL; and 
Q,, E Li and a unitary c’ such that C’“Lco C =m L9. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.3.8. 1 
The proof of the converse to Theorem 2.3.9 requires the distance formulas, 
so we will only prove it in the nest algebra case. Xote that if L, and L, are nests 
such that d(L, , La) < E (the norm distance between two sets of operators), then 
for T E alg L, we have d( T, alg L,) < 2~ 11 T II. This follows since if Q EL, , 
then there is a PEL, such that 11 P - Q I! < t. Hence iiQlTQ 11 < /j PlTP 11 -1 
2~ I/ T 11 = 2~ I! T ji, so we can apply Lemma I. 1 .I. 
THEOREM 2.3.1 1. Let L, and L, be two compactly perturbed nests on H. Then 
alg L, and alg L, have the same compact perturbation. 
Proof. Let Leo and L$ denote the nests {P,IL, , I} and {Q01L2, I}. We 
prove that alg LTu and alg L, oo have the same compact perturbation. Since 
alg L, (alg La) and alg Lp (alg L$) h ave the same perturbations, we will be done. 
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For E > 0 choose a unitary U = I + compact such that d( U*LcoU, LEO) < E. 
For T E alg Lf’o we have 
d(T, alg Z$J + C(H)) === d(T, alg C’Lf”rI* ; C(H)) 
:g d( T, alg UL~C*) 
< 2~ ~~ T’i. 
Since E was arbitrary and alg Lp + C(H) is norm-closed, we must have 7’ E 
algL,Qo + C(H). 4 
We will conclude this section with an example of a 0 (from Definition 2.3.5), 
that is spatially implemented; but where 0 does not converge uniformly on L”. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.12. Let P,” and gill be the nest on H, constructed in Lemma 
1.2.3. Let P,, and QTiL be the nests on I1 = e,l II, defined by 
and 
Since supi 1~ Pirz - Qt71 ~1 -, 0, we have that ~1 Pr,, - Q,,, 1 +?,! 0. As mentioned 
perturbation. It is easy to see that the strong limit of (see Proposition 2.3.2) 
the unitaries in Lemma 2.3.1 is 17 = x:n V, (I’, from Lemma 1.2.1) (eventually 
they may differ on P,,, for some fixed m,). 0 then extends to ?I = {Pm>” by 0(T) -= 
UTU*. But we do iot have that 8, = C:, Uz converge uniformly on 9I. 
I f  it does, then ,j UPU* - U,PU,T [ := ~~[U$U, P]il---f 0 uniformly for P E VI. 
Hence by Lemma 1.1.2 we have that d( L:zC’, 90 ---f 0. This implies, since 
L:$ = I $ compact and 91 + C(H) is norm-closed, that C: E 91 I- C(H). 
Since n( V,, , {P,‘“>‘) t+ 0 this cannot be the case. 
3. COMPACT PERTURBATIONS OF NEST ALGEBRAS WITH CONTINUOUS NESTS 
3.1. Continuous Nests 
Let L be a continuous nest. Then we can write the projections in L as an 
integral: P - Ji H, dq where 77 is a continuous probability measure on [0, I] 
with supp 77 = [0, I] [i.e., ~(a, 6) > 0 for a < 6) and Hz is a measurable field 
of Hilbert spaces with H, # 0 a.e. 7. We can then index P with 01 and see 
that CY - P, is an isomorphism w.r.t. the usual topology on [0, I] and the strong 
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operator topology on L. If  the projections in L arc indexed with /3 E [0, I] such 
that /3 4 Z’, is an order isomorphism, then it is easy to see that there is an increas- 
- ing function f  of [0, I] onto [0, I] ( necessarily continuous), so if P, P,j , 
then f(a) =/3. By changing measure, we can then write Z’fj := J: ZZmlcsJ df -1 ) (7) 
(f -‘(17)(0, a) ~~= 77(0, f  ‘((I))). Wh en \Tc indcs our nests we will always assume 
it done in this way. 
If  Q , Q are two probability measures on [0, I] with supp rll ~~~ [0, I], it was 
proved in [9] that there is a strictly increasing function f  of [0, I] onto [0, I] 
such that fo (yr) 
Lf,l(O, 4) and 0, 
Q If wc let I’(, -l-:,(0, Y) (the projection of Z,:, onto 
-Lz,,(O, o(), this implies that thcrc is a unitary 15:: Z,:, --f Lz,, 
such that C!P&c’” = Qicca) , and hence alg P,, and alg & arc unitary equivalent: 
Obviously we cannot have a unitary 1’ such that i,~Z’,Z,~%’ : Qz unless Q and 
712 are equivalent measures. The main result in this section is that we can “almost” 
obtain this. To explain what this “almost” means, let P,, and Q,, bc any two 
continuous nests on Il. We will write P, ~0~ if f  P, ~~ QY is compact and 01 m-p 
Pa - 0, is norm continuous. If  wc let P, _~ Z’,,,, ~~ P,,, for (a1 , az) C [0, I] 
interval, this is seen to imply that I P, ~~ 0, I’ --+ 0 &hen I I + 0 (a P> P, 0, 
is uniformly continuous since [0, I] is compact). I f  6 li are finite partitions of 
[0, I] such that supIEg,, i Z ---+ 0, then the unitary C’,, in the p-d. of x,rCi Z’[Q, 
is Z l- compact (Lemma 1.2.1) and i Z.:;Z’?E,, ~ Q, - 0 uniformly- in “, (see 
the argument in Lemma 2.3.1 or the one in Proposition 3.3.3) so $, and Q, are 
compactly perturbed nests. We will prove: For any two continuous nests P, 
and Qn there is a unitary I‘ such that ljY*P,iZ’ +, 
We will need the following properties of “v. 
LEMMA 3. I . I . (1) If  P, is a Best and I,; ~-- I +- K, K conzpact, is a unitav\?, 
then U*P,U ‘u P,, 
(2) If  P,” are continuous nests such that I’,” ‘u qTnl and P,” --•f P,, in norm 
and uniforndv in oi, then PRT1 % 9, 
(3) If  Pai’ and Q,%” are continuous nests such that PxfC “v Qa”, then there is a 
unitaly C such thnt l’* C>,, P,” L’ - ‘J), Q*” 
Proof. (1) If  K is a compact operator, then the functions a -+ P,lK, K*Z’,, , 
K*P,Kare norm-continuous by I,emma I .2.4. Z ‘*-P,,C- 7 P, ~! K-P, I P,K -I 
K”P,K. Hence a -+ P, - C:*P,C is norm-continuous. 
(2) Since Z’X’i ~ I’,“’ is compact, WC get that I’,” ~ $, is compact. ‘I’he 
continuity of 3( f  I’,,i1 Z’,, follows from the uniform convergence. 
(3) Let c-,, : I ~1 compact be a unitary such that 1~ U$Pu71C:,6 ~ Q, si I. 
E, , where tll - 0. Let Zj == @,n G;,, Then Zi:* (c:, P,“)L’ -- 0, QEn is compact 
since E, - 0. For n fixed we have 01- l,T$P,71bT,E ~ Q,ll is norm-continuous, 
and it is uniformly small for large n’s. Hcncc the norm-continuity of (Y -+ 
Z,‘“(@,, P=Fh)U %“,, Q,,? 1 
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3.2. E.~tcnsion of ;Vests 
Let 0 ~~ P0 < P1 :< ‘. < P,, ~mz I and 0 =-= Q,, x._ .” :,. Q,, be nests on a 
Hilbert space N where we may have Q”, < I. 
hFINITIOS 3.2. I. We will write Q, C P,(c) if sup, ,i P(Q,, - Qi / < E, and 
(1, - Z’,(t) if also Q, :~ I. 
1\“e ham used - differently in Section 3. I. This will not give rise to an\ 
confusion. 
‘i’hc prob!em we are going to solve is: Assume Qj C P,(E). ‘I’hen there is a 
nest R, Q,, such that Qi --.~ R, e Pi(O(~)). 14 Ie will call R, an extension of Q, , 
Ukn Q, C P;(O) the problem is trivial since then Z’(Q, Qi ~~ Q,(P, , so P, 
commute &h Q,, and WC can just let R, -~: PzQ,l. I f  (2, C P,(c), where E 1: 0, we 
cannot assume any connection between the projections in [P,>” and [Qij” cscept 
the one given by Qi 6 Pi(c), as we saw in Lemma I .2.3. From the definition of 
Q, C P,(E) it follows that ll[QT1 , Pi]:~ =mm 11 Q,P, - Qi 1 Qi - Q,,Pi -C 2~, and 
hence I[?,, . P,]:[ < 2~. So u(Qn’PiQ,‘) C (Q,PjQ, t Q,, ‘P,Q,li) C w1 u CO., , 
where q and w., arc neighborhoods around zero and one, with radius 8~ (SW 
Section I .4). Let Rj bc the spectral projection of Q,$ --P,Q, ’ corresponding to w1 
‘I’hen R, ~ QrL’PiQn’ 1; < SE, and since ~1 Q; -- Q,,,P(Q,[ ‘i c. E, we get 
1 Q, 1 K, ~ P, ~ < 9~. One can prove that R, has approximately the propertics 
of a nest, that is, Ri is close to a subprojection of R, .) , but we need not hart 
K, ’ K, . ) 1Ve were unable to solve the problem in this way. Hence the follon- 
ing. 
h~nrA 3.2.2. Let V be a p.i. and S an operator such that In S :< In I-. 
Assume that ~ S - Tf 11 < t. Then S is bounded by I E and bounded awa! 
from zero on In I/’ by I - E. Furthermore i’ Rg I’ - Rg S ~ < 2t,l( I --- c). 
I>roqf. I f  .I’ t In G’and ii x ~~ :: I, then 1’ Sx - C:Y ;i < E, so I ~ E ..: :~ Sx -: 
I 6. from which the first part of the lemma follows. For y  E Kg b, 1, y  ,# I ( 
choose s E In I’ such that V.Y == y. Then 1’ Ss ~- F 1 ~ SS ~- 1 -,V / I_ E. 80 
I Kg Sy ~1 ~ _ _ E. Hence iI Rg S Rg J/ ~~ Rg 1’1 .:: t. In the same way MY 
obtain 1; Rg I’( I ~ Rg S)i~ < ,/(I - G), so 
LITMMA 3.2.3. Let Qf and P, , i = 0, I,..., n, De nests and assume that Qi C 
P?(C), t 1’ l/36. Then there is a sequence of p.i.‘s v, , j 0, I ,..., n, such that 
l-,, : Q,, , In V, = Q, and I! Rg V, - Rg vjIjl 1~ < 326. .41so, I![R,g r/, , Pi]!1 C. 
126 and [kg I~‘,{ , Pi] = 0. 
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proof. Let Ei = Pi - Pf-l , and F, = Q2( ~ Qipl Since Qi C P,(~),,we have 
11 &F, - Fi 11 < 2~ and :[ Pi’(Qn - Qi) - (Qn - Qj)ll < E, Let T, =: xl E,F, 
Pj’(Qn - Qj) and let Z’, be the p.i. in the p.d. of T, . By Lemma 1.2.1 we have 
that In Vj = C: Fi $ Q)n ---~ Qj ~ Q, and since If,F,V$ < E, , KC have 
[VviQniV~ , Pi] = 0. We compute 
Since by Lemma 1.2.1 we have Ii Tj - I:, ~[ < 4~, we obtain /, Vi - I, ~I .< 8~. 
Hence by Lemma 3.2.2, ~1 Rg Vj - Rg ZTjP1 /I < 326. Again by Lemma 1.2.1 
we have Rg Z’j = Rg xi E,F, + Rg Pj’(Qn - Qj). Rg Ci E,F, commutes with 
the Pi’s and since ‘: Pj’(QrL - Qj) - (Qn - Q,)~i c 6, we have by Lemma 3.2.2 
that Ii Rg PjL(Q, - Qj) - (Qn - Qj)ii < 2~/(1 - c). Since I,[ P, , Q, ~ Q,]I~ s.1 
HP, > Qnlll -t- I:[P, , Q,.il,l -c 2 --t 2~ 4~3 we get that /i[Rg ZTj , Pi]11 <I 2(2~),i 
(I - c) 7 4E < 12C. [ 
LEMMA 3.2.4. LA R, and Pi be nests, i = 0, I ,..., n, and assume that 
Ri C P,(a) and lI[R,, , P,]‘~ < E < I /4O. Then we can jkd a nest Ri with R:, R, 
and Ri C P,(27~). 
Proof. Let Z’ =: Z, bc the p.i. constructed from Ri and P, as in Lemma 3.2.3. 
Since VQ,W e:: Pi we get that lI[Y, P,] 1 i A. In particular, 11 P,‘lw”P, I -: t;, 
so by the distance formula I. I. I we have ~1( Z’*, alg Pi) < i-. (.‘hoosc 7’ E alg P, 
such that ‘[ T - I;” I < i. In V”’ commutes with the P,‘s, so 7‘ In I-: s E 
alg P, , and we still have ]I 5’ ~ Z-“; ‘1 < A. Rg Z” R,, , so 11 R,,S ~~ 1” ! k. A. 
By Lemma 3.2.2 we have that In R,,S : In S” and R,$ is bounded away from 
zero by g on In I;‘“. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2.2, 11 Rg R,S -- Rg I-* ii ” I 
and since Rg R,S :-’ Rg Z’* =:~ R, , we must have Rg R,S = R, Let 
R; h [R,SPiH]. 
Then Ri is a nest contained in R, and Rk = R, . We will prove that RI C P,(27~). 
From this we get that lIIPzl, R;]/l < 4 E and hence li[P, , R, - R;]ll < 5~. 
Arguing as we did with Qn and Pi at the beginning of this section, we see that 
P,(R, - R:) P, has norm larger than l&20< or smaller than 20~. 
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To see that the last inequality holds true we compute 
< 8 (1 P,(R, - R;) R,S !I < + /I P,R,S - R+S’Pi [I 
= 4 IlLPi > R,Sl/l G 9 (IIP, , Slil + I [Pi , %]I II S II) 
< $(& + f  fj) < 1 - 206. 
Concluding the argument: 
Ii PiR, - R; I/ < /I Pd(R, - R;) Pi (1 + /I Pi(R, - R:I) PillI + 11 PilR: 11 
< 206 + 5E + 2E = 27E. 1 
THEOREM 3.2.5. Let Pi and Qi , i = 0, l,..., n, be nests and assume that 
Qi C Pi(c), E < I/8000. Then there is a nest Ri < QZni such that Qi + Ri N 
Pi(325e). 
Proof. With the notation of Lemma 3.2.2 we get that l[(Rg V,-# - 
(Rg V,)‘ll < 126 < 1. Let Wj be the p.i. in the p.d. of (Rg V,-,)l(Rg V,)l. 
Then In W, = (Rg Vj)l, Rg Wj = (Rg Vjml)’ and I] Wj - (Rg V,)‘/] < 966 
(see Lemma 1.2.1). We can then proceed as follows: Let Rin = (Rg VJ’ Pi . 
Then W,%“W,* C P,(g). Apply Lemma 3.2.3 to find a nest R;-’ < Rg W, , 
such that Rq-’ C Pi(27 126). W,-,Rr-‘Wz*_, C Pi(&), etc., until we reach 
R,O = Ri C Pi(27 . 126). Then we have that Qi + Ri E Pi(325e). 1 
In the situation where we are going to apply this result we have PiQn - Qi 
compact too. It is easy, though somewhat tedious, to check that in this case we 
can obtain Qi + R, - Pi compact also. 
It is obvious to conjecture that Theorem 3.2.5 should hold true for arbitrary 
nests, since Theorem 3.2.5 does not depend on n, but a proof for general nests 
does seem to require more than we have provided here. 
We are going to apply Theorem 3.2.5 in the following form. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.6. Let Pi and Qi , i = 0, I,..., n, be nests such that Qi C 
P*(E), E < I/8000. Let V = V, be the p.i. from Lemma 3.2.2. Then V extends 
to a unitary Usuch that Il[Pi, U]il < 3256, llEiU- E, I[ < 9756, and 11 UF, -F, 11 < 
2E. 
Proof. Let Ri be a nest extending Qi such that Qi + Ri e Pi(32%). With 
l$ = Pi - PipI and Fi = Qi - Qi-l , we have jl(R, - R,-J - (Ei - VF,V*)II < lIRi - 
Ri-1 - (Ei - Fi)ij + 6~ < 6566, since [[Fi - VI;,V* Ij < 6~ (see Lemma 1.2.1). 
Let W be the p.i. in the p.d. of x.i (Ei - VF,V*)(Ri - RipI). Then U = I’ -+- 
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IV is unitary. Since 1 ;*Pl C’ Q9 7 Ri , we get jI[P, , U]ij < 3256 and, from 
Lemma 1.2. I, that ‘1 E,Z ’ Bi ~1 < 9756. I 
I f  Z’iQ, - Q; is compact, we can obviously obtain C: ~=z Z -~ compact, 
3.3. E.ztension of Continuous Xests 
Let P, and QDI , CY E [0, I] be continuous nests on H, where Pl ~~ I and we may 
have Q, < I. 
DEFINITION 3.3.1. We will write Q, C P, if P,Ql - Qa is compact and 
oi - PuQl - QE is norm continuous. If  also I[ P,Ql -- Qa // < E for all cy, we will 
write Qa C Pa(c). 
I f  Qr = I, then Q, ‘v Pti(3.1). We are, needless to say, going to prove that 
Q, C P, implies that there is a nest R, < Qi’ such that Qil: + R, ‘v P,, . Such 
a proof can be carried out for general nests, with some technical problems like 
the ones we had in the proof of Lemma 2.3.1. For simplicity we will only give 
the proof for continuous nests, the case we will need. 
It is easy to see that (1) and (2) of Definition 3.3.1 hold true for C too. To 
prove (3) the following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Assume Qa C P, . For any E ,> 0 there exists a unitary (.I 
I + compact such that U”QaU C P,(e). 
Proof. We refer to Proposition 3.3.3 for the computational details. Choose a 
finite partition 6’ of [0, I], so if Z’ CZE & is an interval, then 11 P,,Q1 -~ Q,, ~~ -:. 
E < 1. Let I/ be the p.i. in the p.d. of xlt8 P,Q, . Then In V = Qr and we have 
In I; - V compact (Lemma 1.2.1). By the remark following Lemma 1.25, 
l’extends to a unitary U 2: Z --f- compact. Hence, as in Definition 3. I. 1, ciQeU* C 
P, and a computation yields that UQaZY* cP,(4~ + (1 - (1 - c)i’“)/( 1 - •)i/~). i 
The extension of Y to C’ is arbitrary. Proposition 3.2.6 enables us to overcome 
this problem. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.3. Assume Q, C Pa(c). Then there is a nest R, + Q,- such 
that Qa + R, ‘v P, . If E -: I~SOOO, then we can choose R, such that Q, R,, - 
P&(22766). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.2 there is a unitary li = Z -;- compact such that 
U*Q,U C P,(C) with E < l/8000, so it suffices to prove the last part of Proposi- 
tion 3.3.3. 
Assume then that Qm C P,(C), E < I/8000. W e are going to construct a se- 
quence of nests P,“, Pen cv P,“, and Pan converges in norm to P,“, uniformly 
in 01, and such that Qa C PwC(0). By Lemma 3.1 .I we have that P, ‘u P,“, and 
we can define R, =z QliPw”. Let E, be fixed such that 5 ‘2275 C,L E,~ < E. 
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First step. Choose a finite partition G of [0, I], so for 1’ CJE C, we have 
ij P,,Q, - Q,, /I c Ed . Consider the nests P,, and Q,, for a’ a partition point 
for 6. Let C’ = I + compact be a unitary constructed from Qn , and P,, as in 
Proposition 3.2.6. We have i~[P,, , C]~, < 3256, i; P, ~ P,lY < 9756, and 
11 Q, - UQ, 11 < 26 for I E C. 
Let Z’=i =~ C:*P,C;. We claim that Q, C Pn1(5~1) and ;i P,l - P, ; < 2275~. 
To prove the first, observe that for the 1’ C I E C; inter\;al, we have Q,, << P,l 
by the construction of I!J’, so it suffices to prove that Jo P:,Q, - Q,, ~1 < 5~~: 
where we have used 11 Q, - UQ, ~ < 2~~ and ~1 P,,Q, .- Q,, j c cl for I’ C I E (4. 
To prove that 1~ P,’ - P, 11 < 22756, let 01 be given and let CX’ .::I CY be the parti- 
tion point for B closest to N. Then 
Here we have used I![U, Pa,]il < 3256 and 1: P,Z; - P, 1, < 9756. 
Second step. As in the first step, Pa1 takes the role of Pa and we get Q, C 
Pz2(5r,) and P,’ 1 P,2(2275 5~~). a 
3.4. Haar Vectors 
In this section we are going to construct certain finite rank operators that will 
be used in Section 3.5 as building blocks for isometries comparing continuous 
nests. To define these operators we need some properties of Haar vectors: 
Let R,, be partitions of [0, l] given by 
6, := [O, I], 
G, [O, $1, [;, I] 
8, = . . . . 
[ 
(i+ 1)2 
g 
’ -2’” 1 ‘.‘.’ 
for i = 0, I,..., 2”. Let D, = {ST;) u (u,“-’ Ci) and D = un D, . Observe that 
each element of 8, is a unique union of El , E, from 6,,, , and Er and E, have 
one point in common. 
Let h denote the Lebesgue measure on [0, l] and let p be any continuous 
probability measure on [0, I] with supp p x [0, I] (i.e., p([a, 61) > 0 for a < b). 
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We will let h play a special role in this section. This is just for convenience. For 
the results in this section we could let h be any continuous probability measure 
with supp X = [0, I]. 
For f  EL,~, f > 0, and supp f  = [0, 11, define functions fE , E E D, by 
fa = f/II f ]j and fE = aXElf - bX,, f, a, b > 0 and El, Ez are as above. We 
want fE to be an orthonormal set. For this, observe that X,f, = fE for E E D\{ ,GJ} 
and if E’ C E, E’ E D, then X,rf, is proportional to X,,f. fE being ortho- 
normal, is then equivalent to ~1 fE 11 = 1 and f’s orthogonal to f for E # a. A 
computation yields that a and b are uniquely determined as 
and b = ,~fX&‘#. 
EZ 
We will call fE the Haar orthonormal set constructed from f. 
LEMMA 3.4.1. [fE 1 EE D,] = [X,f / E E G,]. fE is a basis for LU2 z. f = 0 
only on a null set. 
Proof. For n = 1 we consider the space spanned by f o , fco,l) . In this case 
the lemma is trivially true. Proceed by induction. If  f = 0 only on a null set, 
then p and f 2p are equivalent measures, so the mapping U: g E Lw2 --f g 11 f II/f E 
Lv2, v  = f 2p, is a unitary operator. We have that U(X,f) = /If jl X, for E E D. 
Using the outer regularity off 2p we obtain that X, , E E: D, spans Lw2 and hence 
XEfspansL,2. By applying the first part of the lemma, we obtain thatf, is a basis. 
I f  there is an A C [0, 11 with p(A) < 1 and X, f = f, then the space spanned 
by the fE’s is contained in LG2(A), so the fE’s cannot span LU2. i 
I f  p = h and f I 1, then ji = (2”)lj2(XE1 - XEz). We will call this ortho- 
normal set e, . {eE} is a basis by Lemma 3.4.1. 
LEMMA 3.4.2. Assume that SEf2 dp = h(E) for E E 8, . Then the p.i. V 
dejned by e, + fE fey E t D, is the p.i. defined by X, E LA2 + X,f E LU2, l? E 8, . 
Pyoof. SE. f 2 dp = X(E) f  or E E 8, implies that fE = (2”)“?(XE, f ~ XE, f) 
for E E D, . We compute 
X(,.&j = +(X(,,,) + (Xkd) - X&A)) = Q@. + e(o,l))l 
X(,.&f = i:((X,,,,, + (Xc”,+, - X&,)f )) = Hfm +fkl,lJ 
Hence V(Xc,,$,) = X&f. Proceeding by induction we obtain for E E 8, that 
if X, = C h,,e,, then X,f = C X,,f,, , where E’ E D, . Hence V(X,) = X,f 
for E E 8, . By 3.4.1 the result follows. 1 
We will let P, (QJ denote the projections of LA2 (LU2) onto the subspaces 
[e, 1 E E D,] ([fE 1 E E D,]) and Q = V Qn . Also, as before, let P,(Ql) be the 
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projection onto L,2(1) (LU2(1)) for the IC [0, I] interval. Let L’ be the isometry 
defined by C:e, = fk . Q, and C obviously depend on the function f used to 
define fI: . 
COROLLARY 3.4.3. If &f2 dp :- X(E) for E:E 6,, , then t,:*QEc’ = PE fO1 
EEG,l. 
proof. PE - [A>] /3 [eE, 1 E’ t l&D,] and QQ, - [J&j] c> [fE, 1 Et D’J~,] 
by Lemma 3.4.1. Since, by Lemma 3.4.2, rj.i, -_ A>f, WC obtain the result. 
LEMMA 3.4.4. For m >, n we haze P,,‘P,P, 11 < 2(27z+“1)1i“, fog all internals 
ZC[O, I]. 
Proof. ‘iVrite I == I, U I, U J? as a union of intervals with at most one point 
in common, where r3 is a union of intervals from G;,, , and r, C B, , I, C Ez with 
El , E, E G’,, . By Lemma 3.4.1, P,,s commutes with P,,, , so 
Assume that El C E E 8, . l’hen 11 P,,P, I[ = 11 P,1(2n)1pA> 1 == (271m”‘)11i, 
giving the result. 1 
LEMMA 3.4.5. Again let m > n and let f E Lu2 be such that SE f 2 dp 2 h(E) 
for E E 8, . Then /I QmLQIQZn Ij < 2(2npn1)112 and l:U*Q,Q,QnU - P,P,P,L 1 -.Z 
qp~~9’12. 
Proof. The computation to prove the first inequality is the same as the one 
in Lemma 3.4.4. 
To prove the second, write I = II U I2 u I, as in Lemma 3.4.4. Then by 
Corollary 3.4.3 we have 
If I, C El E 6,, , then CFQ,~U C U*QE1c’ = PA, by Corollary 3.4.3, so 
I’( U*Q,, U - P,,) P,, 1’ = i’( lJ*Q1l~dT - P,,) P,P,, i 
~’ 2 1~ pE,p, 1) _ 4(2~~m~~~)1~~ -2 
Hence the result. l 
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We are going to define some operators that have small commutant with all 
the P,‘s. For this we need the following observation: Let Ej be orthogonal 
projections on the Ililbert space Ii with sum equal to I. We will say that an 
operator S in L(H) is 3-diagonal w.r.t, Ej if SE, =z (E;-, + E, $ Ej7J SEj . 
We see that S q == Sr Y S, + S, where S, = Cj E,SE, , S, : Cj El ,ISEj ? 
and Sa = Cj E,SEj+, Assume that T =.- ZjhiEJ , I h, 1 < 1. Then [S, , ‘1’1 =:: 
SIT - TS, = 2,” (A,~.1 -- Aj) EjS, , so ll[S, , T]l 5; 1~ S, )/ sup? 1 Xj,r ~ Xj /. The 
same computation and inequality hold for S, and [S, , T] 7 0. Hence il[S, 7‘111 G: 
(II sI Ii + II s2 II) s”Pj hj+l -~ ii~ ‘. 
For cj > 0 given, choose rz, such that 1. P,~,,,P,P7A. /, < cj (Lemma 3.4.4) 
II Q;T+,Q,Qn, ii < t, f  and ii U*Qn,Q,Q)nit: - PrlPI,P,,, !: < E? whenever 0, is 
defined by a function with JLf2 dp -_ h(E) for- BE cY,~+~ (Lemma 3.4.5). 
For the following results, let xi E, < a and nj be chosen from cj increasing. 
Let E, = Pnj - P, iii. 
LEMMA 3.4.6. There aye compact operators K, so that P, - K, is 3-diagonal 
w.r.t. Ej and /I K, - P,?K,P,, 1; < 2xyp3 E, 
PYOO~, By our assumption about uj we have 11 P;f9,1P,P,Lj l, 11 P,,PIPij-, 11 :-( 
Ej 1 SO 11 Ej+aPIP,,, 1’) 11 P,,,l’IEj-,, ~1 L,: l j Let K-1 -1 xj l?j+,,PJP,s + Pn,PrE,+2 
K, is simply the sum of the off 3-diagonal entries of P, . Since xi cj G; YZ, we 
have k7r compact and P, - KI 3-diagonal. kFl - P,,KIP,nj = XT0 P,,,PIE;‘g,;i -j 
E,+,P,P,+ from which the norm-estimate follows. fi 
COROLLARY 3.4.7. Let 7’ C, h,Ej , 0 & Ai x: 1, and assume that A, --. 0 
JOY j < jO. Then l![T, P,]l, < 4Cj,mr ~j + SUP., Xj_l - Xj ~. 
Proof. lI[T, P,]ll < ll[T, P, - K,],l t I[[r, K,]l’. Using the 3-diagonality of 
P, - KI , we obtain that ‘l[T, P, -- K,]l] < 2 sup ~ Ai - hj+, / and 
by Lemma 3.4.6. 1 
LEMMA 3.4.8. Again let T = 1, h,Ej , 0 < A,, &. 1, and assume that A, = 0 
for j<j, and j>jl. If SEf”dp=h(E) for EEG,, , then jlQZrLUTP,!i < 
I/ P,lTP, 11 + ~~~~~ + Ejl . 
‘1 
Proof. Observe that PnjlT -: P, T. Then 11-I 
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where we have used Lemmas 3.4.4. and 3.4.5 to evaluate. 1 
3.5. Equiwlence of Continuous Nests 
Let X denote the Lebesgue measure and let p be any continuous probability 
measure on [0, I] with supp p := [0, I]. Let P, (Qa) be the projections of L,a(O, 1) 
(L,,3(0, I)) onto LA2(0, cx) (LW2(0, a)). W e arc first going to prove that there is an 
isometry c’: L,3 + L,? such that VP,V* C Qol (as in Definition 3.3. I ). 
We mentioned in Section 3.1 that for any two continuous probability measures 
pl and p2 on [0, I] with supp pi == [0, I], there is an increasing functionf of 
[0, I] onto [0, I] such that fo pL1 = p2 . A consequence of this is: I,ct p be as 
above. ‘Then p :- -i(pI $- &, where pr and p2 are orthogonal, positiv-c, and 
SUPP P? [0, I]. To prove this, take any two continuous probability measures 
T< with supp vi = [0, I]. Choose a function f such that fa (i(?r TV)) mu p 
and let 11) A fo yr . Using this inductively we can write p -~= xtn I*,, , mhcre the 
1~~~‘s are positive orthogonal measures with supp pn = [0, I]. 
We are then in a position where we can define operators that piece togethet 
to an isometry such that VP,V* CQ, . First write p == x:11 pV as above and let 
?in hli CL?> ~1. Observe that Lu2 = 8, Lf, : @,, L”,, C’hoose E) .. 0 so that 
Cy xz E, and nF with Ck I/(n,)liz < co. Ch oose nj from ci as we did previous 
to Lemma 3.4.6 and letj, be chosen such that j,; - j,;~ r PZ,,. . With the notation 
of Section 3.4, let 
and for k I 
An easy computation yields CI; Tk2 == I and by Corollary 3.4.7, we have 
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It also follows from Corollary 3.4.7 that xy T,<” is a compact quasi-central 
approximate unit for C*(P,) [3]. 
Let f”’ = 1 (X,,I(,,(E)liz)(h(E))l/z EL”,, , for E E C ,‘,, +,’ Then J;. (f‘“)’ cl?,, 
h(E) for B E c?,,~ , L Let fj” bc the Haar basis constructed from r” and I -,, the 
unitary defined by C!i,el; ---hi” 
PROPOSITION 3.5.1. The operator V = ‘& U,T,: is an isometuy, Q,l L’I-‘, is 
compact, and i: Q,’ C’P, ~1 + 0 when 1 I I - 0. 
Proof. The ranges of the fl,;‘s are orthogonal and since I,, T,.” ~= 1, we get 
that 
so I’ is an isometry. We have, by Corollary 3.4.7 and Lemma 3.4.8, that 
i Q,’ C:‘~T,J’I ‘1 < /I P,’ T,<P, I + cik,, t •i~+~-l 
Hence 
By our choice of tj and rzk we get that Q,’ VP, is compact. T,; is a finite rank 
operator, so by Lemma 1.2.3 we have that ij Q,lL,‘kT,CPI 1 -< i[ T,;P, 1’ --+ 0 when 
~ I ; ---t 0. Hence 11 Cl[‘VP, /I --+ 0 when 1 I I - 0, and we conclude that I’P,T;* C 
Qa. I 
'THEOREM 3.5.2. Let t 2 0 and f e Lu2, If  1~ ~~ I. Then there is a unitary 
U: LA2 --+Luz such that UP,U* CYQn(c) and d(f, Rg U) < C. 
Proof. Choose cj and n, such that (1 Q,IVP, 11 < E for all intervals I & [0, I]. 
Then VP,V* CQJC). Observe that for E E gnj,: we have that Veg ~= i:,, T,,.e,: 
fEJs. Let eB == zk eE , E E gnjn Then it is easy to SW that Ve, pk - p,: (equi- 
valent measures). Since the ek’s are orthogonal, WC get that there is a vector 
e E LA2 with norm one, such that Ve ,u. (Let e = - Cij h,elC E L,,“, A,; ,,‘~ 0.) Then 
perturbftof’ such that ijf’ I] L 1, IIf’ -f~l < E, andf’p ‘v p. Choose a unitary- 
Win {Q=}” such that WVe -f’. Then U := WV has the desired properties. 1 
It is easy to see that Rg 0’ is not, with this construction, all of I,,“. The next 
step in our proof will be to overcome this. Let for a moment P, bc an arbitrary 
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continuous nest and write I’, - s8 H, dy. Let ?I = {I’&“. Assume that g is a 
separating vector for 91 and let P - [?Ig]. Then P E 41’ and it is well known that 
PYI,,, is unitary equivalent to L,’ (acting by multiplication on L,‘). Under this 
equivalence, PP,, p,I is mapped to Xco,a) . We will call PP, the nest generated by 
g and I’,, and write P, -2 P’P, + PP, =: soa K, e @ dq GLng(O, a). ?I is 
abclian, so it has a separating vector. Let g be one. If  fE H and P - [%f], then 
f  is separating for P+.!IP so EP’~ +-f is separating for W for any E ;z 0. We 
conclude that the set of separating vectors for 91 is dense in EI. 
For simplicity in the following we will often name a projection with the sub- 
space it projects onto. Also let us write P, e Q& if there is a unitary I; such that 
I “‘Pkl- ? Q,? (3s in Section 3.1). 
PROPOSITION 3.5.3. Let p be n continuous probability measure on [0, I] with 
supp /* [0, I]. Then m L,“(O, a) yLu2(0, a). 
I’roof. 
1,; 
Write p = z:n pn as we did in Proposition 3.5.1. L,2 = LE, 0 ..’ iJ 
. . . . Let Q,l be the projection onto LE, 0 ... OLE, and Qa the projection 
onTo LlL2(0, a). QT8 commutes with Qol and (Qn - Q+r) Qa = Lin(O, a). 
Let .f, be an orthonormal basis for L,2, and ci < l/8000 chosen such that 
XI ti < 4. 
Fiut step. Choose n, such that // QJr -f; 11 < l 1 . By Lemma 3.5.4 we can 
find an isometry C’,: L,2 H Qn, such that 
and 
Let QU2 be a nest extending R,l, as in Proposition 3.3.3, such that R,l -i QEz N 
Q,(2276c,). Since R,1 < Qn, , Q, can be chosen such that Qk, Qa C Q,I2(O). 
Second and yeneral step. Choose n2 > n, so that 1: Qn,J2 I/ < c2 . Let P, == 
Qa2 Qn, and write P, = si H, d7. Since ( Qn, - Qn,) P, C Q,(O) we must have 
“UPP 17 m= [0, I]. Then perturb P& to get g t PI separating for Pl{Phj~~, . The nest 
generated by P, and g is then unitary equivalent to L,2 (see remark previous to 
Proposition 3.5.3). Choose an isometry V,: L,,2 + PI such that 
an d 
gERg Vg. 
By choosing g appropriately, we can obtain d(f, , RI1 + R,2) < Q . Let Q23 
be a nest comp!cment of R,l within Qn2 such that R 2 + Q&3 ‘v Q,2(227&,). n 
Qa3 can be chosen such that Qi, Q, C Q,3(0). 
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Continuing, we obtain: (1) orthogonal nests Rmi ,( LU2(0, 1) all of the form 
W(O, 4 
(2) The subspace spanned by fi ,..., fn has distance less than one to a 
subspace of C: Rri. Hence, since f,, is a basis, we must have xi Rli = I. 
(3) C: R,i -I- Q&’ ’ e C:” Rbi + Q,“+‘(2276<,). 
By (3), z.1” R,’ -/- (21” converges in norm and uniformly in u: to z:i RWi. By 
Definition 3.3. I we get that & Rni cx QE = LU2(0, 01) and since x:z Rmi is unitary 
equivalent to co LA2(0, OI), we have proved Proposition 3.5.3. 1 
The way to the main result is now easy. 
LEMMA 3.5.4. For any two continuous probability measures p1 and p2 with 
supp CL, = [0, I] we hare 
Proof. From Proposition 3.5.3 we get LE1(0, CX) N 00 LA2(0, CY) -LEZ(O, a). 
The rest follows from Lemma 3.1 .I. [ 
THEOREM 3.5.5. For any two continuous nests P, and Qa , there is a unitary 
U such that VP, U ‘v Qm . 
Proof. Write P, = Jz Hz dq. Apply the remark previous to Proposition 3.5.3 
and Lemma 3.5.4 to write 
P, = (“H&Xd7,@L,Z(0,r) 
L 0 
--HH,00:dri~coL,2(0,r)=~L,“(0,a). 
0 
The same computation holds for QII and hence by Lemma 3.5.4 we have P, e 
Qa, I 
COROLLARY 3.5.6. For any two continuous nests P, and Qa , we have that 
alg P, and alg Qn have unitary equivalent compact perturbations. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5.4 there is a unitary U such that U*P,U CYQ, and 
hence alg lJ*P,U and alg Q, have the same compact perturbation. 1 
From this it is clear that the lattice isomorphisms 19 which we found in Section 2 
cannot be spatially implemented. If, for example, P, -LA2(0, CY) and Qn =-= 
P, @ P, , then by Theorem 3.5.3 there is a unitary U such that R, = U*P,U N 
Q=. 0, in this case, is B(R,) = Qa w ic is not spatial since R, has multiplicity h’ h . 
one and Qti has multiplicity two. Define the distance between two subspaces 
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‘& and ‘21, of L(H), d(?I, , Y&1,), as the distance between their unit balls. For 
E > 0 there is a unitary U = I + compact such that U*R,U N Q2,(6). By using 
the distance formulas 1 .l.l we see that d(alg U*R,U, alg QJ < 26. If  we have 
von Neumann algebras ‘21,) 9&, commutant of abelian say, with d(21, , ‘21,) 
sufficiently small, we can conclude that they are spatially isomorphic [4]. This 
then does not hold true for nest algebras with continuous nests. 
3.6. Two Applications 
Let L, and L, be nests on H. Let P, and Q, denote the projections onto the 
atomic parts of the lattices. 
THEOREM 3.6.1. alg L, + C(H) is unitary equivalent to alg L, -+ C(H) z,$f 
there are Jinite-dimensional projections P, E {L,}’ and Q, E (L,)’ with dim P, := 
dim Qzo , a strongly continuous lattice isomorphism 8: LllPO~N -+L2!oolH , and an 
isometry V of P, onto Q, such that VPP,PoiV* = 0(P) Q,Qol, P gL1 . 
Proqf. The conditions are necessary by Propositions 2.3.2 and 2.3.6. 
To prove that they are sufficient it is enough to consider POILl,pOl-,, and 
Q,)o% Q,J-H . So assume that P, = Q, =O. We will prove that there is a unitary 1,’ 
such that U*L,U and L, are compactly perturbed nests. Let UP =I V*. 
Observe that the mapping #(PI(,,~,,) = (B(P) - VPV*)I(,_,~,,, is in order 
isomorphism of L,I(,-~~J,, onto L,, (,-a,)Il . Hence, by Corollary 3.5.6, there is a 
unitary IY of (I - P,)H onto (I - Qa)H such that ?v(P,,,_,U,) W* N #(P). 
I; --= V* -t W” is then a unitary such that lJL,U* and Lz are compactly 
perturbed. a 
We also obtain the following factorization result. 
PROPOSITION 3.6.2. Let P, be a continuous nest and T a positive operator 
bounded away from zero. Then for E > 0 there I’S an opeYatoY S E alg P, + C(H) 
with d(T, alg PJ < t and S*S = T, 
Pm$. Let Q, - [TP,H]. Then, since T is bounded away from zero, Qu is a 
continuous nest with Q1 = I. By Corollary 3.5.6 there is a unitary U such that 
U*Q,c’z PJE). If  we let S = U*T112, then S*S = T. Observe that SE’, : = 
lJ*Q)nUS, so d(S, alg PJ < E. Arguing as we did in Theorem 2.3.11, we get 
that SE alg Pa f  C(H). 1 
It is not known whether this result holds true for alg P, itself (with E = 0). 
We refer to [2] for a discussion of this problem. 
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